Abstract| The aim of this paper is to present a communication synthesis approach stated as an allocation problem. In the proposed approach, communication synthesis allows to transform a system composed of processes that communicate via high level primitives through abstract channels into a set of processes executed by i n terconnected processors that communicate via signals and share communication control. The proposed communication synthesis approach deals with both protocol selection and interface generation and is based on binding/allocation of communication units. This approach allows a wide design space exploration through automatic selection of communication protocols. We present a new algorithm that performs binding/allocation of communication units. This algorithm makes use of a cost function to evaluate di erent allocation alternatives. We illustrate through an example the usefulness of the algorithm for allocating automatically di erent protocols within the same application system.
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As the level of abstraction rise some problems heretofore non existing appear 12] 38]. At the system level, some of the main concepts are behaviour and communication 25]. These two concepts have brought new problems konwn as partitionning and communication synthesis. The goal of partitioning is to distribute a system functionality o ver a set of subsystems where each subsystem is to be executed either in software or in hardware processors 33] . The problem of communication synthesis 2], which appears after system level partitioning, is to x the protocols and interfaces needed by the di erent susbsystems for the communication.
A. Objective
When designing distributed embedded systems, communication synthesis becomes essential as di erent subsystems inevitably need to communicate. Di erent c o m m unication schemes and protocols may be needed in embedded systems as well as di erent i n terconnection topologies. Communication topologies and protocol greatly in uence the overall system performances and may lead to infeasible design if the designer underestimate communication load. Decision based on the average load only tend to forget peak load or communication delay due to bus sharing, which m a y d egrade the system performances. Therefore a large design space exploration have t o b e e x p l o r e d t o n d a f e a s i b l e s olution. In this paper we describe a paradigm that allows a wide range of communication schemes to be modelled in a synthesis oriented approach. The main objective for our communication synthesis method are :
to be able to choose between di erents communication schemes.
to be able to model the system behaviour independantly of the communication. System speci cation should be independant of the communication s p e c ication in order to allow c hanges in the communication scheme without any c hanges in the system speci cation. to be able to reuse existing communication models through a library. to have an automatic communication synthesis method based on a cost function and some constraints. This paper introduces a new approach for communication synthesis. This task is formulated as an allocation problem aimed at selecting, from a library, a set of communication units that implement the data exchange between the subsystems. represented by a set of processes communicating through abstract channels ( gure 1). An abstract channel is an entity able to execute a communication scheme invoked through a procedure call mechanism. These abstract channels o er high level communication primitives (services) that are used by the processes to communicate. Access to a channel is controlled by a xed set of primitives and relies on remote procedures call 1], 3] of these communication primitives. A process that is willing to communicate through a channel makes a remote procedure call to a communication primitive ( send, receive) of that channel. Once the remote procedure call is done the communication is executed independently of the calling process by the channel unit. From a conceptual point of view, the communication unit is an object that can execute one or several communication primitives with a speci c protocol. These services can share some common resources (bus arbiter, bu ering memory, buses) provided by the communication unit. The communication unit can include a controller which determines the protocol of the communication. The complexity o f t h e controller may range from a simple handshake to a complex layered protocol. The services interact with the controller which modi es the communication unit state and synchronizes the communication. All accesses to the interface of the communication unit are made through these services. Such services also x the protocol of exchanging parameters between the processes and the communication unit. The use of services allows to hide the details of the protocol in a library where a service may h a ve di erent implementations depending on the target architecture (hardware/software).
Communication units di ers from abstract channels in the way that they implement a communication with a speci c protocol and realisation (hardware/software). An abstract channel just specify the required services for a communication ( gure 2). Therefore, several abstract channels RPCall svc4 cu1
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RPCall svc2 cu1 Several abstract channels may be executed by a s i n g l e communication unit if it is able to handle several independent communications. Merging several abstract channels on a single communication unit allows to share a single communication medium among several abstract communications. The di erent abstract channels will be time multiplexed over the communication unit. This step also determines the interconnection topology of the processes by xing the number of communication units and the abstract channels executed on it.
Allocation of communication units to abstract channels is related to the classical speed/area trade o . The choice of a given communication unit will not only depend on the communication to be executed but also on the performances required and the implementation technology of the communicating processes. These features may b e p a c ked into a cost function to be reduced by the allocation algorithm. This is similar to the binding/allocation of functional units in classic high-level synthesis tools 11] 18].
Most of the allocation algorithms used in high level synthesis may be used to solve this problem 24]. Communication network + protocol c2 c3
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RPCall svc4 c_f2 Starting from the system of gure 5, the result of interface synthesis task is detailed in gure 8. The communication unit c h1 has two possible implementations, one with an external bus arbiter for scheduling the two communication, one with the arbiter distributed in the interfaces. Any o f t h e t wo implementation m a y be selected.
C. Statement of Communication Synthesis as an Allocation Problem
The communication synthesis is formulated as an allocation problem aimed at xing the number and type of communication units needed to implement the abstract network. Given (1) a set of processes communicating via a set of primitives ( gure 1) and (2) a library of functional communication units with their services and speci c protocols ( gure 4), the objective is to allocate a set of communication units that perform the task of the abstract network The proposed allocation/binding algorithm starts with a library of functional communication units and a process graph. The nodes of this graph are the processes and the edges are the abstract channels. The main task of the algorithm is to allocate from the library a set of instances of communication units to perform the task of the abstract network ( gure 9). Allocation is based on a cost function that is to be reduced and some constraints that have t o b e met. The protocol requested for the communication o ver that abstract channel noted Protocol(M i ).
The services provided to the processes noted Services(M i ). The average transfer rate AveRate(M i ). It is de ned as the rate at which d a t a i s s e n t o ver the bus. The peak transfer rate P e a k R a t e (M i ). It is de ned as the rate at which a single transfer occurs over the bus. Both AveRate(M i ) and PeakRate(M i ) are speci ed in bits/clock. Those constraints can be set by the user or given by an estimation tool. With each communication unit C j from the library are given a set of properties :
Its cost noted Cost(C j ) which represents the intrinsic cost of the component due to its complexity, silicon area, bu ering capacity, etc. The protocol implemented by that communication u n i t noted Protocol(C j ).
The maximum bus rate MaxBusRate(C j ) a t w h i c h the data can be transferred across the communication unit. The services o ered noted Services(C j ).
The maximum number of independent c o m m unications it can support noted MaxCom(C j ).
Given an abstract channel, a communication unit can be a candidate for allocation if it satis es the three following conditions: It provides the required services : Services(M i ) Services(C j ). It provides the right protocol : Protocol(M i ) = Protocol(C j ). It provides the minimum required bus bandwidth : MaxBusRate(C j ) > A v e R a t e (M i ). During allocation of communication units we attempt to assign several abstract channels on the same instance of a communication unit to reduce cost. If some abstract channels need to transfer data at a certain average rate, after being merged onto the same communication unit they should be able to transfer data at the same rate 26] . If the MaxBusRate is greater than the sum of the AveRate of all the abstract channels merged on that communication unit we h a ve a feasible implementation. All processes using that communication unit will be able to transfer data without being slowed by an insu cient bus bandwidth. Therefore we m ust have :
To ensure that a single data transfer does not take unnecessarily long time, the peak rate should be satis ed. This can be expressed as : The proposed algorithm rst builds the tree of all possible implementations. This decision tree enumerates for each abstract channel all the communication units from the library that are candidate for allocation (section V-A). The nodes of the tree are the abstract channels and the edges represent c o m m unication units. Each node will have as many candidates as communication units that may i mplement that abstract channel. The leaves of the tree correspond to empty nodes. Each path in the tree from the root to a leaf node is a possible solution.
The second step of the algorithm is to perform a depth rst exploration of the tree in order to select the best solution. In order to handle the case where several abstract channels are assigned on the same instance of a communication unit from the library, w e use a procedure called merge. This procedure is used during the tree exploration in order to assign several abstract channels on the same instance of a communication unit. If a merge attempt fails, a new instance of a communication unit will be created. The algorithm is detailed in the rest of this section. The main program builds the tree. The procedure traversal explores the tree and procedure merge allows the assignment of several abstract channels on the same communication unit during the tree exploration.
The cost function to be reduced by the allocation algorithm takes into account a selected communication unit C j from the library and several abstract channels M i merged on it. This cost function is given below:
The second term of the cost function is taken into account only if the constraint o n PeakRate is violated, i.e. In this section we show the results of applying our allocation algorithm onto a simple example. We consider a send and receive system. It is composed of two processes, a server, a host and two abstract channels ensuring a bidirectional communication. Let us assume that the communication synthesis starts with the system of gure 10. We give the following set of constraints on the abstracts channels:
AveRate(c1) = 12 bits/clock, and PeakRate(c1) = 1 8 bits/clock. AveRate(c2) = 4 bits/clock, and PeakRate(c2) = 8 bits/clock. Protocol(c1) = Protocol(c2) = a n y. Figure 12 shows the decision tree corresponding to the system described in gure 10 with the communication units library of gure 11. Each node of the tree correspond to an abstract channel. The edges corresponds to the di erent possible allocations for the abstract channel. The leaf nodes give the cost of the solution. When a communication unit can handle several abstract channels the leaf node contains two n umbers corresponding to the path before/after merge. The rst corresponds to the cost obtained by associating one communication unit for each abstract channel.
The second is the cost obtained by sharing the communication unit. In gure 12, cu1 is a bi-directional handshake that can handle the communication of the two abstract channels c1 and c2. The leaf node includes two c o s t s : 1 2 0 is the cost of two instances of cu1 assuming that the two abstract channels do not share the same communication unit, 60 is the cost of the corresponding solution with one shared instance of communication u n i t c u 1 . the cost function detailed above. The algorithm is going to choose the solution with the lowest cost, therefore solution (a) will be retained. The two abstract channels will be physically implemented as a single bi-directional bus that multiplexes both accesses from abstract channel c1 and abstract channel c2. The interface synthesis is going to map a prede ned generic interface onto the processes to obtain abstract processors using the implementation library ( gure 14). Thus it will generate one bus with its control signals ( gure 15). This step generates all the interfaces. This corresponds to an expansion (inlining) of procedure calls into the processes according to the communication units selected. The size of the bus will be xed by the interface synthesis algorithm depending on the data transfer rate. Table I gives a summary of the allocation/binding alternatives with their cost. The number of buses and external controllers neddeed are also reported. It includes the data and control lines. We assume the following interface for the library communication unit ( gure 14).
bi-directional handshake : 1 in and 1 out data port and 2 control ports. single FIFO : 1 in and 1 out ports and 1 control port. dual FIFO : 2 in and 2 out ports and 2 control ports.
VII. CONCLUSION
We h a ve presented in this paper a means whereby c o mmunication synthesis is stated as an allocation problem. This approach allows a wide design space exploration protocol channel c1 channel c2 cost buses controller 
